THE THEATRE OF THE ABSURD

With the appearance of Waiting for Godot in Paris in 1953, the literary world was
shocked by the appearance of a drama so different that it virtually created the term
"Theatre of the Absurd," and the entire group of dramas which developed out of this
type of theater is always associated with the name of Samuel Beckett. His
contribution to this particular genre allows us to refer to him as the father of the
genre. These playwrights have gradually accustomed audiences to a new kind of
relationship between theme and presentation. In these plays, the external world is
often depicted as menacing, devouring, and unknown; the settings and situations
often make us uncomfortable; the world itself seems incoherent and frightening and
strange, but at the same time, it seems poetic and familiar. The plays are dramatic
works without a conventional structure and lacking in logic. The main exponent were
from France (lonesco, Adamov, Genet), Ireland (Beckett) and England (Pinter).
The term was probably coined by Martin Esslin in 1961. According to Esslin this
theatre "has renounced arguing about the absurdity of the human condition; it merely
presents the absurdity of existence."
This theatre was influenced by the work of Albert Camus Le Mythe de Sisyphe, in
which he describes life as absurd and without purpose but at the same time amusing
and tragic-comic. Its most important themes are solitude and isolation.
Since these writers do not belong to any deliberate or conscious movement, they
should be evaluated far their individuai concerns, as well as far their contributions to
the total concept of the Theater of the Absurd. In fact, most of these playwrights
consider themselves to be lonely rebels and outsiders, isolated in their own private
worlds. There have been no manifestoes, no theses, no conferences, and no
collaborations. Each has developed along hi.s own unique line.s; each in his own way
is individually and distinctly different. Therefore, it is important to see how Beckett
both belongs to the Theater of the Absurd and, equally important, how he differs from
the other writers associated with this movement.
One of Samuel Beckett's main concerns is the polarity of existence. In Waiting far
Godot, far example, we have such characteristic polarities as sight versus blindness,
life—death, time present—time past, body—intellect, waiting—not waiting, going—not
going, etc.. One of Beckett's main concerns, then, seems to be characterizing man's
existence in terms of these polarities. To do this, Beckett groups his characters in
pairs; for example, we have \Iladimir 2, n d Estragon, or Pozzo and LUcky.

The plays of the Threatre of the Absurd have no traditional beginning, middle, and
end structure; they refuse to teli a story with a proper plot; they have no traditional
dramatic forms and technique. These dramatists are ali concerned with the failure of
communication in modem n society which leaves man alienated; moreover, they are ali
concerned with the lack of individuality and they use the dramatic elements of time
and piace to imply important ideas; finally, they reject traditional logic. These
dramatists of the absurd are concerned with the lack of communication. Each
dramatist, therefore, presents a critique of modem n society by showing the total
collapse of communication. The technique used is that of evolving a theme about
communication by presenting a series of seemingly disjointed speeches. The
accumulative effect of these speeches is a devastating commentary on the failure of
communication in modem society.
Besides the lack of communication, the second aspect common to these dramatists is
the lack of individuality in modem n civilization. Generally, the point seems to be that
man does not know himself He has lost ali sense of individualism and either functions
isolated and alienated, or else finds himself lost amid repetition and conformity.
ultimately, the absurdity of man's condition is partiaily a result of his being compelled
to exist without his individualism in a society which does not possess any degree of
effective communication. Essentially, therefore, the Theater of the Absurd is not a
positive drama. it does not try to prove that man can exist in a meaningless world, as
did Camus and Sartre, nor does it offer any solution; instead, it demonstrates the
absurdity and illogicality of the world we Uve in. Nothing is ever settled; there are no
positive statements; no conclusions are ever reached; one action carries no more
significance than does its opposite action. For example Pozzo and Lucky's frantic
running and searching are no more important than Vladimir and Estragon's sitting and
waiting.
We can say that the play ends as it began. In all of these plays, the sense of repetition,
the circular structure, the static quality, the lack of cause and effect, and the lack of
apparent progression ali suggest the sterility and lack of values in tf-le mode-n :,vorld.

WAITING FOR GODOT
!t was written in French with the title En attendant Godot and first performed in Paris
in 1953; then it was translated into English and performed in London in 1955.
Even though the drama is divided into two acts, there are other natura! divisions:
ACT I:
(1) Viadimir and Estragon Alone
(2) Arrivai of Pozzo and Lucky: Lucky's Speech
(3) Departure of Pozzo and Lucky: Vladimir and Estragon Alone
(4) Arrivai of Boy Messenger
(5) Departure of Boy Messenger: Viadimir and Estragon Alone
ACT II:
(1) Viadimir and Estragon Alone
(2) Arrivai of Pozzo and Lucky
(3) Departure of Pozzo and Lucky: Viadimir and Estragon Alone
(4) Arriva! of Boy Messenger
(5) Departure of Boy Messenger: Viadimir and Estragon Alone
This is the so

circiiinr structure whirh enables the plAywright to adri Any

additional act. The play is essentialiy circuiar and repetitive in nature. A traditional
piay has an introduction of' the characters and the exposition; then, there is a
statement of the problem of the piay in reiationship to its settings and characters.
(In Waiting for Godot, we never know where the play takes piace, except that it is set
on "a country road.") Furthermore, in a traditional play, the characters are deveioped;
the play then rises to a climax, and there is a conclusion. This type of development is
called a linear deveiopment. In the piays of the Theater of the Absurd, the structure
is exactly the opposite.

The setting is the same, and the time is the same in both acts: each act begins early
in the morning and both acts dose with the moon having risen. The action takes piace
in exactly the same landscape — a lonely, isolated road with one single tree. We are
never told where this road is located. We have a repetition in the second act of the
same things and actions that we saw and heard in the first act.
Moreover what makes the two acts clearly repetitive and circular in structure are first,
the suffering of the tramps; second, their attempts to pass time; third, their attempts
to part, and their incessant waiting for Godot.
The loneliness and the isolation of the setting sets the tone for the play: a country
road with a ditch on its side. The idea of a road implies a journey, a movement, a
purpose to life, but we see, instead, two deserted, isolated figures, tramps, with no
piace to go and with no journey to look forward to. These two figures are Vladimir
(Didi) and Estragon (Gogo)
The extract on our book is taken from Act when a boy enters the scene. Since this
boy asserts that he was not here yesterday, he has to be a different one. However,
the message that he brings is identical to the one brought yesterday by a boy: Mr.
Godot will not come this evening but he will surely come tomorrow, without fai!. This
is not very convincing. Upon questioning the boy, Vladimir discovers two things —
that Mr. Godot "does nothing" and that he has a white beard. Since God is sometimes
viewed as a Supreme Entity doing nothing and possessing a long white beard, then if
Godot is God, there can be little or no hope for God's intervention in the affairs of
men. After the boy leaves, the sun sets and the moon rises, indicating that another
day of waiting for Godot has passed. Estragon awakens and wants to leave this
desolate piace, but Vladimir reminds him that they have to wait for Godot.
The ending of Act li is exactly the same as was the ending of Act l, and we have one
final example of the disparity between the characters' words and the characters'
actions. And since both acts are so identica! and so circular, it should be obvious that
tomorrow will find the two tramps back at the same piace waiting for Godot, who will
not come but who will send a boy messenger to teli them that Godot will surely come
tomorrow and they must come back to wait for Godot, etc., etc.

VLADIMIR AND ESTRAGON
The 2 main characters of this play are Viadimir and Estragon. They are very similar
and you can often confuse one of the characters for the other. Both are tramps
dressed in costumes which could be interchanged. They both wear big boots and both

have big hats. There are comic episodes that remind us the burlesque theater: for
example when Vladimir finds a hat on the ground which he tries on, giving his own to
Estragon, who tries it on while giving his hat to Vladimir, who tries it on while giving
the new-found hat to Estragon, who tries it on, etc. or when Estragon loses his pants
or when they attempt to hang themselves.
In any comic or burlesque act, there are two characters, traditionally known as the
"straight man" (la spalla) and the "fall guy." (il credulone). Vladimir would be the
equivalent of the straight man. He is also the intellectual who is concerned with a
variety of ideas. Of the two, Vladimir makes the decisions and remembers significant
aspects of their past. He is the one who consta ntly reminds Estragon that they must
wait for Godot.
Vladimir is the one who often sees religious or philosophical implications in their
discussions of events, and he interprets their actions in religious terms; for example,
he is concerned about the religious implications in such stories as the two thieves
(two tramps) who were crucified on either side of Jesus. He is troubled about the fate
of the thief who wasn't saved and is concerned that "only one of the four evangelists"
speaks of a thief being saved.
Vladimir correlates some of their actions to the generai concerns of mankind. In Act
when Pozzo and Lucky fall down and cry for help, Vladimir interprets their cries for
help as his and Estragon's chance to be in a unique position of' helping humanity. It is
Vladimir who questions Pozzo and Lucky and the Boy Messenger(s), while Estragon
remains, for the most part, the silent listener. In addition Vladimir also looks after
their physical needs: for example he helps Estragon with his boots, he looks after their
meals and, in generai, he tends to be the manager of the two.
Estragon is concerned mainly with more boring matters: he prefers a carrot to a
radish, his feet hurt, he wants to leave but he must wait for Godot, he eats Pozzo's
discarded chicken bones with no shame, etc.. Estragon, then, is the more basic of the
two. He is not concerned with either religious or philosophical matters. For example,
he has never even heard of the two thieves who were crucified with Christ.
Estragon's basic nature is illustrated in Act II when he shows so little interest in Pozzo
and Lucky that he falls asleep; also, he sleeps through the entire scene between
Vladimir and the Boy Messenger. He is simply not concerned with such issues.
Estragon, however, is dependent upon Vladimir, and essentially he performs what
Vladimir tells him to do. For example, Vladimir looks after Estragon's boots, he rations
out the carrots and radishes, he reminds Estragon of their need to wait for Godot.
Estragon is the less intelligent one; he has to have everything explained to him, and
he is essentially so confused by life that he has to have someone to look after him.

POZZO AND LUCKY
They represent the antithesis of each other. They are tied together — both physically
and metaphysically: if Pozzo is the master (and father figure), then Lucky is the slave
(or child); if Pozzo is the circus ringmaster, then Lucky is the performing animai; etc..
They are tied together by a long rope; thus, their destinies are fixed together in the
same way that Pozzo might be a mother figure, with the rope being the umbilical cord
which ties the two together. Everything about Pozzo resembles our image of the
circus ringmaster. Like a ringmaster, he arrives with a whip, which is the trademark of
the professional. In fact, Pozzo constantly calls Lucky by animai terms or names.
Basically, Pozzo commands and Lucky obeys. Pozzo is an authoritarian figure. He is
decisive, powerful, and confident. He gives the illusion that he knows exactly where
he is going and exactly how to get there. He seems "on top" of every situation. He
feels superior to the other people.
In Act II there's a significant change regarding Pozzo: he is blind now; he cannot find
his way alone. He cannot get along without help; he is pathetic. He can no longer
command. From a position of strength and confidence, he has fallen and has become
the complete fallen man who thinks that man's existence is meaningless, futile,
hopeless, depressing, and gloomy and, most of all, brief and to no purpose.
As noted above, Lucky is the obvìous antithesis of Pozzo. At one point, Pozzo
maintains that Lucky's entire existence is based upon pleasing him; that is, Lucky's
enslavement is his meaning, and if he is ever freed, his life would cease to have any
significance. If we think about Lucky's existence, his name "Lucky" is ironic. Lucky
seems to be more animai than human, and his very existence in the drama is a parody
of human existence. In Act II, when he arrives completely dumb, it is only an extension
of his condition in Act I, where his speech was virtually incomprehensible. Now he
makes no attempt to say any sound at all. Lucky, as man, is reduced to leading the
blind. not by intellect, but by blind instinct.

GODOT
He never appears in the drama, but he is an entity that Vladimir and Estragon are
waiting for. No one knows who or what Godot actually is, and no one will ever know.
The name Godot comes from the French "godillot" meaning a military boot

